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Chapter Four 
The Boundaries of Debt 
Bankruptcy between Local Practices and Liberal Rule in 
Nineteenth-Century Switzerland 
Mischa Suter, translation by Bernard Heise 
In the nineteenth century, the legal collection of debts was a drab affair, a 
routine that involved paperwork, deadlines, signatures, and receipts. 1 And 
yet these proceedings set the stage for unexpected occurrences, such as one 
occasion in summer 1829 when eight women from Oberweningen, an agrar-
ian community in the canton of Zurich, sent a letter of complaint to the 
Commission for Administrative Disputes, a subunit of the canton's highest 
administrative authority. 2 They explained that their husbands had suffered 
"the tragic fate" of falling into bankruptcy and now their families were al-
lowed only half a share of wood from the community commons. 3 In their 
letter, the women requested that they receive the same share ofwood as other 
members oftheir community. They signed the letter with their maiden names 
instead of their married names, and they were the ones who appealed to the 
commission-not their husbands, who had forfeited their civic rights and 
marital guardianship as a result of bankruptcy. 4 Because of the bankruptcy, 
the women continued, the "household burden" had shifted to them and, using 
their own funds, they had kept their families from having to claim social 
assistance due to poverty. Thus they protested against being "treated as only 
halfmunicipal citizens" with regard to the allocation ofwood. 5 
The municipal council (Gemeindevorsteherschaft) reacted with indigna-
tion to the women's demand, arguing that the principle whereby every "up-
standing"-that is to say, solvent-citizen received a füll share of wood and 
a "bankrupt household" received only half a share had existed from "time 
immemorial." These "upstanding citizens," the municipal council proceeded, 
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were "often much plagued by bankrupts" who overburdened the community 
with "heavy loads." Thus it was only fair that the "disenfranchised house-
holder" had to forfeit his share of wood. 6 Families that went bankrupt 
strained municipal assets because, following customary practice, the munici-
pality itself had to acquire the debtors' assets in municipal auctions in order 
to return them cheaply to the families. 7 Furthermore, the council members 
emphasized the connectivity of debts and linked the laws regarding enforce-
ment to the fabric of the community. Moreover, the municipal authority 
maintained that there had to be a "minimum threshold" that, with regard to 
"the use of civic benefits, individually still divided the upstanding house-
holder" from the bankrupt, because otherwise ''the poorer, debt-laden citizen 
will declare his insolvency with scornful laughter and visible glee." 8 
The example above, I argue, should be read less as a dispute regarding 
traditional rights to the commons than as a conflict regarding community 
membership and entitlements that was shaped by debts within rural society. 
Enforcement proceedings linked different symbolic and practical registers. 
The loss of civic rights due to bankruptcy entailed not only practical sanc-
tions but also led to unexpected effects: opposite the social figure of the 
"disenfranchised householder," who had forfeited his citizenship rights, 
stood the bankrupt's wife, whose position of relative power over her husband 
challenged norms of gender tutelage and therefore gained enhanced visibil-
ity. This essay examines these contradictory social figures that between 1830 
and 1870 were exhibited in the legal practices governing debt enforcement, 
and their relationship to indebtedness within the "workaday routine of liveli-
hood."9 
This essay argues that the boundary between legal norms and social prac-
tices by no means disappeared during this time period but rather became 
permeable: legal norms developed on the basis of social practices. 10 In rural 
Zurich, the cycles of debt wove through the economic routines of daily life, 
whose industrialized conditions were based on long-term processes of proto-
industrial production. 11 In the process, received practices meshed with 
changing commercialized conditions. This kind of interlacing of inherited 
practice and new regulatory approaches also manifested itself in political 
forms. Small-scale, communal bonds combined with new concepts of 
governance and turned Switzerland into a "laboratory of liberalism." 12 
Changes in government-such as the establishment of a liberal administra-
tion in 1830, the religiously articulated protest movements of 1839-1841, the 
founding of the federal state of Switzerland in 1848, and the social move-
ments that reenergized the political fabric in the late 1860s---constituted 
turning points in governmental rationality. 13 Long established practices com-
bined with mechanisms of liberal rule in a manner that was both routine and 
laden with tension. This becomes clear in the changing ways that central and 
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local authorities, as weil as debtors and creditors, made sense ofthe legitima-
cy of debts and coped with insolvency. 
Prior to being standardized into a Swiss federal law in 1889, the regional-
ly diverse laws regarding enforcement consisted of a confusing variety of 
practices. The corresponding regulations had "accrued on the basis of rou-
tine," noted one legal expert. 14 Contemporary jurists were amazed by the 
Jean nature of proceedings, which could be settled almost entirely adminis-
tratively and without complicated court cases. Enforcement proceedings 
rarely required any intervention by state authorities. Within the framework of 
deadlines and sanctions, participants largely resolved their differences them-
selves. In the nineteenth century, central administrators elevated such reli-
ance on local practices of conflict resolution into a general principle, namely, 
"rule at a distance" with only limited central intervention. 15 Liberal knowl-
edge and expertise placed the auto-regulatory procedural methods of enforce-
ment in a new light. Ever since the supervisory authority of the canton of 
Zurich began compiling statistics in 1858, it was repeatedly demonstrated 
how rarely it was necessary to initiate formal court proceedings. Thus the 
supervisory body pointed out that only one out of eight collection notices 
resulted in an appeal by the debtor, only one out of thirty-five requests for 
forced auctions actually required a subsequent auction, and appeals regarding 
mortgage-backed claims were filed in only one out of thirty-one cases. 16 
These statistics demonstrated how strongly the proceedings were based on 
informal regulation. Liberal law was used in combination with well-honed 
practices whose effects were largely feit outside the scope of juridical coer-
cion and which proved tobe at least as effective for participants as recourse 
to the letter ofthe law. 
CONTOURS AND RHYTHMS OF DEBT COLLECTION 
Many studies have established the continued importance ofpersonal ties and 
the efficacy of received practices in debt relationships of the nineteenth cen-
tury. This has cast doubt upon modernization narratives that once assumed 
the unimpeded institutional ascent of the modern banking system. 11 Instead 
of imposing a general periodization, it is helpful to acknowledge the diversity 
of credit relationships. The literature has discussed the bond of obligation 
between creditors and debtors under the mantle of the moral economy-a 
concept that, since first elaborated by E. P. Thompson, has expanded and 
shifted. 18 In recent scholarship, the moral economy no Ionger involves a 
binary between a supposedly early-modern framework of economic ex-
change and "utilitarian" industrial conditions. Instead of characterizing a 
specific epoch, the "moral economy" is now being used to view disputed 
matters in terms of various registers of legitimacy. Thus one can inquire 
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about the axes along which debt was socially assessed and expose the scale 
of value measurements that evaluated debt. I would like to explore in greater 
detail two such axes used to evaluate debt: first, the radius of the collectivity 
drawn into debts; and, second, the temporality of debts and their repay-
ment.19 The legal regulation ofthe debt system outlined the societal boundar-
ies and temporal parameters that, during conflicts, came up repeatedly for 
renegotiation. In the process, it formed social figures like the "disenfran-
chised householders" and created surprising visibilities, such as that of the 
eight protesting wives of bankrupts who in 1829 demanded their share of 
wood from the community commons. 
Let us turn first to the contours of community that were at stake with 
respect to debts. 20 In rural Zurich, the enforcement of debts was tied to mass 
communication techniques such as the Kirchenruf (literally: church call). 
The Kirchenruffollowed upon the third official demand for payment, the so-
called Schreckzettel (literally: fright note ). 21 Thereupon the factual circum-
stances were read out by a municipal official on three Sundays in churches 
throughout the region. Divided into various classes, the creditors appeared at 
the final Kirchenruf for insolvency proceedings regarding the previously 
inventoried assets. The Kirchenruf was an information dissemination me-
dium that derived from the old regime. For example, the weekly price of 
bread was read out from the pulpit, thereby emphasizing that bread came 
from the Lord; insolvency was pronounced from the pulpit as well. 22 F or the 
debtor, the Kirchenruf represented painful publicity. Both popular literary 
works as well as personal memoirs testify that debtors feared and fled from 
the Kirchenruf 23 The action identified debtors and froze their assets as well 
as exposing them to public shaming. In the town of Luceme in central Swit-
zerland, bankrupt persons were exhibited on Tuesdays and at weekly mar-
kets, while a trumpeter ensured the intended furor. This approach was aban-
doned in 1848 because authorities deemed that newspapers and the official 
gazette now generated sufficient publicity and thought that this punishment 
of honor was inappropriate for bankrupt persons who were not guilty of 
"carelessness" (which was subject to correctional punishment) or "fraud" 
(which was punishable under criminal law). 24 Newspapers also increasingly 
took over the role of communication from the Kirchenruf In 1805, legisla-
tors had considered the use of newspapers necessary only in the event that 
debtors engaged in far-reaching trade; in other cases the Kirchenruf in the 
debtor's hometown and neighboring communities was considered suffi-
cient.25 By the 1840s, however, this radius of face-to-face publicity was no 
longer considered adequate. The Zurich bankruptcy code stipulated that in 
communities where the Kirchenruf was still being used, "the same [should 
be] gradually replaced by a different announcement method." 26 The industri-
alized village of Wetzikon, for example, abolished the Kirchenruf in 1852 
when a newspaper was introduced to the region. 27 The widespread distribu-
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tion of newspapers and the official gazette created new channels for dissemi-
nating information, transforming the collectivities in which enforcement pro-
ceedings were pronounced. 28 
Functioning as a second axis in the metrology of debt were the temporal-
ities that established intervals of debt and tumed the deadline periods of 
bankruptcy proceedings into contested dimensions. 29 During time periods 
called "legal standstills" (Rechtsstillstand), ongoing enforcement proceed-
ings were interrupted and then only resumed once the "standstill" had ex-
pired. Appointed dates conformed to religious holidays and agricultural 
rhythms. In the 1820s, they were adjustable and locally formulated: in Zu-
rich, the standstill for the summ er harvest began when the first sheaves of rye 
were set up in a certain field to the west of the city (Sihlfeld); the fall 
standstill for the grape harvest lasted until the cathedral' s wine cellar was 
closed. 3o In the 1830s, proceedings were interrupted for respite periods of no 
less than eighteen weeks of the year. 31 Increasingly, cantonal legislators kept 
the deadline periods shorter and adjusted them to commercialized circum-
stances. 
The official deadline periods were often quietly relaxed. Local bailiffs 
delayed enforcement proceedings and were especially reluctant to auction off 
seized assets. When the liberal govemment introduced new forms of judicial 
supervision and reporting after 1830, a constant stream of complaints by 
creditors regarding this laxity emerged, reaching its peak in 1855 with the 
filing of no fewer than three thousand complaints.32 Wamings issued to 
officials occurred especially often in the canton's northwestem agrarian com-
munities. 33 
The municipal bailiffs (Gemeindeammänner) followed a logic dictated by 
the concems of local authorities. By means of the bailiffs' delays, they 
sought to reduce poor relief cases that would burden community resources. 34 
In the previously described episode featuring the eight women from Ober-
weningen, the municipal councilors emphasized the costs incurred by the 
municipality as a result of bankruptcies. When in 1849 the supervisory au-
thority questioned the officials in charge of the bailiffs, the officials main-
tained that "not enforcing [the auction] according to the strictness ofthe law" 
was very much "in the interest of the creditor," because more favorable 
results were achieved through settlements between debtors and creditors. 
Tearing a debtor from the fragile network of credit relationships was risky, 
they insisted. Thus, looking back to the crisis years of the late 1840s, the 
officials maintained that "in many cases, even with the best intention, the 
bailiff would be unable to conduct the auction in accordance with the statuto-
ry stipulations, if he did not want to ... take away the debtor's credit 
completely."35 
Given their tacit leeway with respect to enforcement and their informa-
tion regarding the asset situations of debtors, local officials held considerable 
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power in the village. The novella "Eine schweizerische Dorfgeschichte" (A 
Swiss Village Story) by the conservative journalist Johann Jakob Reithard 
features a bigoted bailiff as a protagonist who liked to "sigh and cradle his 
head when, at the public tavern table, he mentioned the names ofthose from 
whom he had had to collect debts by virtue of his office and of those who 
would probably soon fall into his hands." 36 In Reithard's didactic story, this 
official sought to benefit from the fate of unfortunate debtors by means of his 
insider knowledge. 37 Thus the legal system repeatedly drafted the contours 
for the dissemination of information in enforcement proceedings in new and 
different ways, thereby creating practical and symbolic community boundar-
ies-boundaries that were narrowly and locally circumscribed by the Kir-
chenruf, for example, or adjusted for expanding credit networks and con-
veyed through print by means of official gazettes and newspapers. 
THE FIGURE OF THE BANKRUPT 
The contlict in 1829 between the bankrupts' wives and Oberweningen's 
municipal council erupted because the latter had refused to "place the [bank-
rupt husbands] in the same category with the upstanding householders."38 
Insolvency formed a process of intensive social classification. The "bank-
rupt"-that is, the insolvent male who had lost his civic rights and largely 
forfeited his legal capacity--constituted a figure of uncertainty. In the popu-
lar imagination, the bankrupt possessed a vivacious presence, as documented 
in the stories of the Swiss national poet Gottfried Keller (1819-1890). 39 In 
Keller's novella series Die Leute von Seldwyla (1856) (Seldwyla Folks), 
which recounts the events of small-town life in a fictional locality "some-
where in Switzerland," bankrupts made a frequent and casual appearance. 40 
First, Keller described Seldwyla as a "paradise of credit." The younger mem-
bers ofthe town, according to Keller, dedicated themselves to the "operation 
of a splendid traffic in debts" until they "must Jet go" and declare insolvency: 
the bankrupt individual henceforth continued to stay "at the place as a disem-
powered person and an outcast from the paradise of credit."41 The bankrupts 
constituted a parallel and counter-milieu to that of the speculative economy. 
The protagonist of the first novella entitled "Pankraz der Schmoller," having 
enjoyed a career as an adventurer in distant lands, returned to Seldwyla 
where he immediately "saw himself surrounded by an entire assembly of 
curious and pleasant bankrupts, like an old hero in the underworld rushed 
upon by shadows."42 Second, however, precisely because they constituted 
contrasting figures to the town's paper credit economy, these shadowy forms 
became commercially active. In Seldwyla, the "bankrupts and the elderly" 
were the productive ones, "hammering, sewing, cobbling, gluing, carving, 
tinkering." 43 Present and active, bankrupts were more than liminal figures of 
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"civic death." The various forms in which they appeared in Seldwyla corre-
sponded with the presence of bankrupts in the legal theater of the everyday 
economy. 
Political petitions provide another Jens through which to observe this 
presence. Moments of regime change between 1830 and 1870 witnessed 
waves of petitions to the government. Questions regarding state citizenship 
rights also emerged in connection with the bankruptcy-induced loss of civic 
rights referred to as "honor consequences" (Ehrenfolgen). This led to subse-
quent shifts in administrative organization of <lebt collection. Many petitions 
demanded greater proximity to enforcement officers. Previously in the can-
ton of Zurich, a senior official with four employees had issued instructions 
centrally from the cantonal capital to the municipal bailiffs; but the petitions 
submitted in 1830 and 1831 successfully requested a senior official in each 
of the eleven districts (Bezirke). 44 In the 1860s, the position of senior <lebt 
officer was abolished and its responsibilities transferred to the municipal 
bailiffs. Even smaller administrative units (Kreise) were presumed to be 
more likely to show consideration for cases of hardship and save administra-
tive costs. 45 The increased importance of the local level within the overall 
supervisory system can be interpreted as a liberal governing technique that 
construed the municipality as a "natural" self-organized entity and hence-
forth allowed central authority to exercise control from a distance. 46 
Political petitions linked the motif of the "bankrupt" to citizenship and 
manliness. The male's authority as a citizen translated into his position as the 
head of the family. The symbolic dimension of the bankrupt's precarious 
manliness went hand-in-hand with the practical forfeiture of his power of 
disposition. 47 An officially appointed supervisor monitored his finances and 
could refuse to approve his wife's monetary transactions. As the previously 
discussed eight women from Oberweningen emphasized in their complaint, 
they had taken on responsibility for the household assets themselves, and 
were thereby taking over some aspects of the gendered role of the male 
householder. Bankruptcy impinged upon the normative core ofthe masculine 
selfthat gained its integrity through the male's supremacy in the family and 
his undivided farmstead. In cases of insolvency, officials in agricultural re-
gions wanted to keep transfers of property in the family. 48 Bankrupts' peti-
tions expressed a closely intertwined concern over the loss of status in the 
family and the loss of control over real property. Obviously, the notion of an 
intact household was restricted to those segments of the population that pre-
sided over landed property. Thus insolvency law delineated an agrarian 
scope of application that in the case of Switzerland amounted to only part of 
the industrializing conditions marked by cottage industry and factory work. 
Nonetheless, there was something that extended beyond this narrow frame-
work: rural financial transactions were anchored by real estate, because be-
fore new credit institutes and loan instruments expanded the financial sphere 
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in the 1860s, the <lebt certificates circulating in the canton of Zurich con-
sisted almost entirely of mortgage-backed promissory notes. 49 
The petitions countered the degradation of civic rights due to insolvency 
by calling for modified classifications. At the end ofthe 1840s, a petition "in 
the name of a !arge number of economically unfortunate fellow citizens" 
requested categorizing bankrupt persons according to the circumstances of 
their insolvency: 
The cited constitutional article places all of those affected in this case in the 
same category; the businessman who has become bankrupt through misfor-
tune, the one who because of a triviality met this adverse fate due to prosecuto-
rial zeal or even malice, together with the one who squandered !arge sums or 
otherwise went about carelessly and caused many thousands of guilders of 
damages to his creditors. 50 
Instead, the petition maintained, the authorities should divide the bankrupts 
into classes: "in faultless, unaccountable, or with greater indebtedness, ac-
cording to the measure of guilt or innocence." The idea of faultless misfor-
tune played a role in solidifying the notion of the factual coherence of the 
"economy" as something that was independent from the individual's endeav-
ors. To be sure, the fact that bankrupts referred to economic crises was 
nothing new, and the vocabulary of "misfortune" was also long established. 51 
Nonetheless, the evaluation of individual misfortunes characterized liberal 
poor relief, which for its part drew from the traditional distinction between 
the "deserving" and "undeserving" poor. 52 
What did, however, become more common against the background of this 
well-established rhetoric of misfortune were publicly observable indicators 
of economic fluctuation, such as bankruptcy statistics, which produced new 
evidence. The so-called Democratic Movement of the late 1860s mobilized 
with reference to the explosive increase of bankruptcies during the period's 
economic crisis; drawing support from petit bourgeois, agricultural, and 
some working-class forces, the movement pushed through revisions to the 
canton' s constitution. 53 The bankruptcy statistics published by the Zurich 
cantonal high court since 1858 functioned as an economic barometer. They 
drew a picture of something invisible-the economy. 54 The oppositional 
newspaper Volksblatt vom Bachtel reported in 1867 that it would assemble 
the numerous bankruptcies from the cantonal high court's annual reports into 
a "small image that should show whether the canton's general social welfare 
was in a state of increase or decline." This "image" emerged from the annual 
bankruptcy figures, which had increased six fold within eight years and, in 
the opposition' s opinion, indicated "a seriously unsettling cancer for the 
country." 55 The newspaper brought to the fore a special measurable category 
in the metrology of <lebt, namely, the "general social welfare ofthe canton." 
Aggregated from fragmented insolvency statistics, this totality denoted for 
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the authors a factual circumstance that required political remediation. They 
believed that, ifthe economy possessed a definite factuality external to indi-
vidual behavior, then personal moral failings could be ruled out for some of 
the bankrupts. The classification system needed to be changed in order to 
make such distinctions, demanded representatives of the Democratic Move-
ment. If a "family father" found himself in the "position of bankrupt status 
through adverse fate and unfavorable times," maintained one petition to the 
constitutional council, he should be more easily rehabilitated by means of a 
new law. And in the event that "for less well-off business people such a 
situation (as a consequence of adverse fate) should come to light through 
earnestly reviewed investigations and inventories," then "such a family 
father" is already "far more miserably and unfortunately situated ... than all 
others" and therefore his creditors should lose the right to seize the debtor's 
assets at any time. 56 
Conducting a precise inventory was supposed to enable the moral exoner-
ation ofthe family father, who functioned in this petition as a highly charged 
rhetorical figure. The documentation is sparse and needs to be treated care-
fully. Yet it is striking how, in 1880 in Lucerne, a subsequent petition that 
requested a "classification of bankrupts" no longer spoke solely about mis-
fortune but also about "happenstances." The petition wanted debtors to have 
the opportunity to prove 
that they in effect became incapable of payment because of non-culpable 
circumstances and cases ofmisfortune. Up to now, the current legislation does 
not ascribe responsibility relating to such happenstances .... The classification 
of the bankrupts will effect a protection against complete dishonor, immoral-
ity, or turpitude and depravity for that person who, as a consequence of non-
culpable cases of misfortune, falls into bankruptcy or becomes unable to 
pay. 57 
Such alternative classifications did not pursue notions contrary to prevailing 
morality but rather sought to work out the logic of classification from within. 
This did not signify an end of"honor consequences" for economic failure but 
rather an increasingly objective form of moral evaluation. 58 The generation 
of statistics established social artifacts as objective facts. 59 This observation 
is in keeping with historical interpretations that postulate the emergence of 
new categories and objectifications of social phenomena at the end of the 
nineteenth century. 60 
The demands made by bankrupts must, however, be precisely located. 
Whereas the "invention of the social" that has been ascertained by many 
historical studies was based on the logic of distributed risk in which insu-
rance calculations dissolved the principle of individual responsibility, the 
notion ofthe bankrupt's non-culpable misfortune did not mean turning away 
from the moral imperative of responsibility. The demand for the exoneration 
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of non-culpable misfortune was based on an individualized moral diagnosis, 
in the course of which a bankrupt was supposed to prove his innocence. 61 
Yet what the argument of non-culpable misfortune shared with the social 
objectifications that emerged in the late nineteenth century was the idea of 
the economy as a reified structure of facts extemal to individual endeavor. 62 
The bankrupt' s degradation through the loss of civic rights affirmed a delimi-
tation in the metrology of debt. As shown by the cited petitions of bankrupts, 
however, this classification process did not remain uncontested. 
CONCLUSION 
Lately, attention has again been forcefully drawn to the ways in which debt 
constitutes a profoundly relational fact. 63 Recent ethnographic and historical 
studies have dealt with debts as social relationships and examined them with 
regard to their temporality and social topology. Debts mark a relationship 
that "happens in between; when the two parties cannot yet walk away from 
each other," as David Graeber's oft-noted work describes the relationship 
between creditors and debtors. 64 This article has tried to demonstrate that 
enforcement proceedings provided an arena in which everyday conflicts and 
transactions found expression in legal regulations. This led to incoherent 
situations, such as the surprising appearance of the Oberweningen wives in 
the summer of 1829, and to polymorphous figures such as that ofthe "bank-
rupt." Yet new forms of official oversight and transparency under liberal 
auspices did not automatically supplant received practices. In the legal col-
lection of debts, liberalism did not replace but rather co-opted inherited prac-
tices, and the continual activation of received rules in accordance with new 
liberal agendas engendered a gradual change. Within changing moral prag-
matics and a framework of individualized diagnostics that evaluated singular 
"misfortunes" of economic failure, distanced proceedings became increas-
ingly entrenched during the nineteenth century. 
This article has described this changing form of enforcement proceedings 
not so much as a concem that shifted from the early modern village collec-
tive to liberalism's self-regulating individual. Rather, it worked out the 
changing frameworks of mediation and methods for evaluating debt, both of 
which supported this transformation of legal imagination and everyday prac-
tice. Demands were increasingly made to include the category of non-culpa-
ble misfortune in the legal classification of bankruptcy. This was not the 
rationality of risks that-as historical studies have established with respect to 
the late nineteenth century-were distributed through the logic of insu-
rance. 65 But the demands for a classification of bankrupts nonetheless con-
tained the outline of the economy as an objective factual configuration, thus 
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drawing new contours and proposing a novel register of justification in refer-
ence to the ever-contentious legitimacy of debts. 
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